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The MiniBooNE large axial mass anomaly has prompted a great deal of theoretical work on
sophisticated Charged Current Quasi-Elastic (CCQE) neutrino interaction models in recent years.
As the dominant interaction mode at T2K energies, and the signal process in oscillation analyses, it
is important for the T2K experiment to include realistic CCQE cross section uncertainties in T2K
analyses. To this end, T2K’s Neutrino Interaction Working Group has implemented a number of
recent models in NEUT, T2K’s primary neutrino interaction event generator. In this paper, we
give an overview of the models implemented, and present fits to published νµ and νµ CCQE cross
section measurements from the MiniBooNE and MINERνA experiments. The results of the fits
are used to select a default cross section model for future T2K analyses, and to constrain the cross
section uncertainties of the model. We find a model consisting of a modified relativistic Fermi gas
model and multinucleon interactions most consistently describes the available data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Charged Current Quasi-Elastic (CCQE) scattering
(νµ + n → p + µ−) is the dominant neutrino interaction
process for muon (anti)neutrinos impinging on a nuclear
target at neutrino energies on the order of 1GeV. Because
CCQE is a two-body process and the incoming neutrino
direction is known for an accelerator experiment, a rea-
sonable approximation of the neutrino energy can be cal-
culated using only the outgoing lepton kinematics. Be-
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2cause of this, CCQE is the preferred signal process for
neutrino oscillation experiments which generally require
some handle on the incoming neutrino energy to extract
neutrino oscillation parameters due to ν(–)µ disappearance
or ν(–)e appearance in this energy region. However, nu-
clear effects and interactions which are not distinguish-
able from CCQE in the final state bias or smear the re-
constructed neutrino energy, so a good understanding of
these effects is important.
Neutrino interaction generators typically use the rel-
ativistic Fermi gas (RFG) model of the nucleus for all
neutrino-nucleus interactions because of its simplicity. In
the RFG model, all possible nucleon momentum states
are filled up to the Fermi momentum, there is a con-
stant binding energy required to separate the nucleon
from the nucleus, and the neutrino interacts with a
single bound nucleon. Neutrino-nucleon CCQE scat-
tering for free nucleons is described by the Llewellyn-
Smith formalism [1], which has been extended to cover
neutrino-nucleus CCQE scattering in the Smith-Moniz
RFG model [2], where nucleons bound within the nucleus
are described by the RFG nuclear model. The only pa-
rameter of the weak current or in the RFG model which
is not well constrained by electron scattering data [3, 4]
is the axial mass, MA. Results from a global analysis
of neutrino-deuterium scattering experiments and pion
electroproduction data findMA = 1.00±0.02GeV/c2 [5],
which is consistent with other analyses [6–8]. These re-
sults are also consistent with high energy neutrino beam
experiments on heavy nuclear targets [9].
Recent differential CCQE cross section results from
the MiniBooNE collaboration [10, 11] are significantly
higher than expectation, which can only be accounted
for in the framework of the Smith-Moniz RFG model by
inflating the axial mass, giving rise to the term “Mini-
BooNE large axial mass anomaly”. This came after an
earlier large axial mass measurement by K2K [12], which
reported a value of MA = 1.20 ± 0.12GeV/c2. Both ex-
periments exhibited not only a larger-than-expected axial
mass, but also a supression of low-Q2 events relative to
the expection from the Smith-Moniz RFG model. Other
experiments using heavy nuclear targets with beam en-
ergies in the few-GeV region have also measured cross
sections which are consistent with an inflation of the ax-
ial mass [13–16], although these results do not paint a
coherent picture. More recently, the MINERνA experi-
ment [17, 18], which is at a somewhat higher neutrino en-
ergy than MiniBooNE, has shown good agreement with
the Smith-Moniz RFG model with MA = 1.00GeV/c2,
but requires an enhancement to the transverse compo-
nent of the cross section, an effect also seen in electron-
nucleus scattering [19]. These inconsistent results present
a considerable challenge to neutrino oscillation experi-
ments which need to be able to model their signal pro-
cesses well.
Recent theoretical efforts which have attempted to re-
solve the “MiniBooNE large axial mass anomaly” have
focussed on two main areas: more sophisticated descrip-
tions of the initial ground state of the nucleus; and ad-
ditional nuclear effects, such as multinucleon interaction
models, which go beyond interactions with a single nu-
cleon within the nucleus. The combination of these mod-
els would allow for a consistent picture of an axial mass
close to 1.00GeV/c2, with a suppressed cross section at
low-Q2 and larger cross section at higher-Q2 relative to
a simple RFG model. Comprehensive reviews of avail-
able CCQE cross section models can be found in Refer-
ences [3, 20–22].
More sophisticated descriptions of the initial state of
the nucleus than the RFG model provides are avail-
able from a number of authors [23–26]. These mod-
els, generically referred to as Spectral Functions (SF),
have a more realistic nucleon momentum distribution
taking into account the shell structure of the nucleus
and correlated pairs of nucleons within the nucleus, and
have non-constant binding energies. Note that although
these models include correlations between nucleons in
the initial state, they still use the impulse approxima-
tion and only consider interactions with a single nu-
cleon. More complex models which go beyond the sim-
ple picture of non-interacting fermions are available [27–
31]. However, with the exception of the GiBUU interac-
tion model [27, 32], these are not currently implemented
in neutrino interaction generators. In these models, a
mean field potential due to the presence of other nucle-
ons within the nucleus is calculated, which will generally
depend on the position and momentum of the struck nu-
cleon. These models are not discussed further as they
cannot be easily implemented in the NEUT neutrino in-
teraction generator [33].
Although alternative nuclear models modify the cross
section as a function of the outgoing lepton kinematics
significantly, they do not change the total CCQE cross
section significantly as a function of neutrino energy [21].
Additional nuclear effects are also likely to be required
to explain the current global dataset. Multinucleon in-
teraction (2p2h) models such as those from Nieves et
al. [34, 35] and Martini et al. [36] go beyond the impulse
approximation and include diagrams where two nucle-
ons are involved in the interaction. This adds significant
strength to the CCQE-like cross section and explains the
difference in normalization observed in the MiniBooNE
data, which was previously modelled with a large axial
mass [37–40]. Because these 2p2h models are not two-
body processes, they are expected to lead to significant
biases in the neutrino energy reconstruction from the out-
going lepton which assumes CCQE kinematics [41, 42].
Additionally, the Random Phase Approximation (RPA)
is a nuclear screening effect that modifies the propaga-
tor for interactions in nuclear matter [34, 36, 43, 44] and
has a significant effect on the differential cross section
as a function of Q2, suppressing the cross section in
the low-Q2 region and enhancing the cross section for
Q2 >∼ 0.5GeV2. RPA needs to be included, both in inter-
actions with a single nucleon (1p1h) and those from 2p2h
calculations, to find good agreement with data. Note that
3both Nieves and Martini calculations are performed in
the context of a local Fermi gas (LFG) model, where the
Fermi momentum depends on the local nuclear density,
so improvements to the initial state models of the nucleus
and improvements to the CCQE interaction models can-
not necessarily be combined easily.
Whilst there have been rapid experimental and the-
oretical developments relating to CCQE cross sections,
new nuclear models and nuclear effects have only recently
been implemented into neutrino interaction generators
or confronted with neutrino-nucleus scattering data, and
no consistent picture has yet emerged. It is not clear
which models fit the global data best, and where the de-
ficiencies now lie, which should be a serious concern for
neutrino oscillation experiments. This paper shows the
effect of fitting current CCQE and multinucleon mod-
els to the MiniBooNE [10, 11] and MINERνA [17, 18]
datasets to a variety of models implemented in NEUT by
members of T2K’s Neutrino Interactions Working Group
(NIWG). Previous constraints on the CCQE model pro-
duced by the NIWG and used in T2K oscillation anal-
yses only considered an RFG model, and recommended
the NEUT default central value for the axial mass MA
= 1.21 GeV/c2 based on the value found by the K2K
experiment [12], with an error large enough to cover fits
to the MiniBooNE neutrino mode CCQE dataset [10], as
is fully described in Reference [45]. This work improves
on the previous situation by including more sophisticated
effects proposed to explain the large axial mass anomaly,
and by using all of the newly available CCQE data to
constrain all model parameters without reference to the
default NEUT model.
The models which have been implemented in the
NEUT generator are discussed in Section II and Sec-
tion III discusses cross-generator validation. Section IV
gives a brief overview of the MiniBooNE and MINERνA
data used in the fit. The nominal NEUT predictions
for these datasets are shown in Section V for a variety
of models. Section VI discusses the fit procedure. The
results of fake data studies and the fit to external data
are given in Section VII. In Section VIII we interpret the
results and discuss possible implications in cross section
and neutrino oscillation analyses and Section IX summa-
rizes the results.
II. INTERACTION MODELS IN NEUT
The motivation for, and an overview of, new CCQE
models has already been discussed. This section will
briefly outline the important technical details of the
models as implemented in NEUT, and highlight any
caveats that should be borne in mind when fitting with
them. The models used in the fits include the SF model,
multinucleon–neutrino interactions, and RPA.
The NEUT implementation of the SF model from
Omar Benhar and collaborators [23] is described fully
in Reference [47]. Although SF is a generic term, in
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FIG. 1: The probability distribution for initial state
protons within an oxygen nucleus for Benhar’s SF
model [23] as a function of the removal energy (ER) and
the magnitude of the nucleon momentum (|p|). The SF
is normalized such that the integral of this distribution
is 1.
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FIG. 2: SF parameters in NEUT that may be modified
on the SF initial state momentum distribution. This
figure has been adapted from Reference [46].
this work it will specifically refer to the Benhar SF. The
model information is all encoded in the initial state nu-
cleon distribution shown in Figure 1. Pauli blocking is
implemented as a hard cut-off: final state nucleons with
momenta less than the Fermi momentum pSFF are forbid-
den. There are two terms in the SF model: a short range
correlation term, which extends to higher initial state nu-
cleon momenta, and a mean field term, which contributes
the main peak at lower momenta. These terms can be
seen in Figure 2, where the two-dimensional SF in terms
of the removal energy and initial state nucleon momen-
tum has been projected on to the momentum axis. There
are three parameters inNEUT which modify the SF as il-
lustrated in Figure 2. The default values for these param-
eters are given in Table I. The mean field width and nor-
malization of the correlation term are well-constrained by
electron–scattering data [47] and have little effect on the
4shape or normalization of the cross section. Thus, they
are not considered further in this work. Pauli blocking
is modified by changing the Fermi momentum in the fits.
It should be noted that in the RFG model, the Fermi
momentum defines the Pauli blocking, but also modifies
the width of the initial state nucleon distribution. As a
result, changing pRFGF affects a wide range of Q
2, whereas
changing pSFF only affects very low Q
2 events.
The multinucleon–neutrino (2p2h) model from Nieves
et al. [34, 35] has been implemented in NEUT as de-
scribed in Reference [48]. The cross section as a function
of neutrino energy and the outgoing lepton kinematics
was made available by the authors of the model and
is implemented as a series of lookup tables for various
nuclear targets and neutrino species. The tables pro-
vided had hadronic variables integrated out, so a generic
model based on Reference [49] for simulating the ini-
tial and final hadronic states was used for generating
NEUT events1. The discrepancy between the leptonic
and hadronic simulation makes the current NEUT im-
plementation of the Nieves model inadequate for compar-
isons with experimental measurements of the final state
hadrons from CCQE events (such as can be found in
Reference [50]). For this reason, only leptonic measure-
ments are used in this analysis. As the Nieves model is
very complex, the current NEUT implementation does
not allow fundamental model parameters to be changed.
For simplicity, only a simple scaling parameter which
changes the normalization of 2p2h events has been con-
sidered in this analysis. Note that the Nieves 2p2h model
included pi-less ∆ decay contributions, where a nucleon
excited into a ∆(1232) resonance decays without produc-
ing a pion [51, 52]. Contributions from pi-less ∆ decay
were previously implemented in NEUT and other gener-
ators, and have been treated as an intrinsic background in
CCQE selections and corrected for. This leads to compli-
cations when comparing the full Nieves model to CCQE
cross section measurements.
RPA [34] is implemented into NEUT as a modifica-
tion to the 1p1h cross section as a function of Eν and
Q2. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the Nieves 1p1h cross
section with RPA included over the bare 1p1h cross sec-
tion; these two-dimensional tables of the ratio were sup-
plied by the authors of Reference [34] and are used to
apply the RPA correction in NEUT. The Nieves RPA
calculation uses the local Fermi gas nuclear model, and
NEUT only has a global Fermi gas model implemented
for 1p1h interactions, but the authors of the RPA calcu-
lation have noted [35] that the same ratio can be applied,
with reasonable precision, to a global Fermi gas. Because
of the model dependence, the same ratios cannot be ap-
plied to modify the 1p1h interactions calculated with a
1 This model simply enforces energy and momentum conservation,
treats initial nucleons as uncorrelated and drawn from a local
Fermi gas model, and shares momentum equally between final
state nucleons [49].
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FIG. 3: The ratio of the CCQE cross section including
the non-relativistic RPA model to the CCQE cross
section without RPA, shown for both muon neutrino
and muon antineutrino interactions on carbon. An
enhancement of the ratio can be seen at high Q2, and a
suppression can be seen at low Q2 (and close to the
kinematic boundary for antineutrinos). These Eν and
Q2 dependent tables are used in NEUT to apply the
RPA model. For these plots, an axial mass value of MA
= 1.01 GeV/c2 was used.
SF model, and no RPA calculation performed in the con-
text of SF nuclear model is available. Two different RPA
calculations are available from the same authors, termed
relativistic and non-relativistic, which affect the quench-
ing of the RPA at high Q2 (>∼ 0.5 GeV2). The ratio
of non-relativistic to relativistic RPA is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Both RPA models are investigated in this analysis
as there is no guidance on which model is more physi-
cal. The ‘stray’ points in Figures 3 and 4 are artifacts
from the authors of the RPA model, who provided the
data used to produce these figures. The cause of these
artifacts is unknown, but as these points lie outside the
kinematically allowed region of (Eν , Q2) space, they do
not affect the RPA implementation in NEUT as no event
5outside this region can be generated.
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FIG. 4: The ratio of the non-relativistic RPA correction
to the relativistic RPA correction, shown for both muon
neutrino and muon antineutrino interactions on carbon.
These Eν and Q2 dependent tables are used to reweight
NEUT events from one RPA model to the other. By
default, NEUT events are generated with the
non-relativistic RPA model.
With these different ingredients, three distinct candi-
date CCQE models are available in NEUT, which are all
considered in this work:
1. RFG+relativistic RPA+2p2h
2. RFG+non-relativistic RPA+2p2h
3. SF+2p2h.
The default values for all variable model parameters are
listed in Table II and Table I for both RFG+RPA+2p2h
models and SF+2p2h, respectively.
It should be noted that there are deficiencies for
both models as currently implemented in NEUT. The
RFG+RPA+2p2h model is very like the full Nieves model
as both the RPA and 2p2h calculations are taken from
it. However, the Nieves model consistently uses a local
Fermi gas, whereas NEUT uses a global Fermi gas model
for the 1p1h calculation. Currently there is no ability to
vary the value of MA used in the Nieves model predic-
tion as implemented in NEUT, making the fits slightly
inconsistent in this regard2. The SF+2p2h model has
no RPA correction applied, which is physically inconsis-
tent as the 2p2h enhancement is used (both corrections
are due to complications in heavy nuclear targets). As
previously noted, no RPA calculation appropriate for a
SF model is currently available, so this inconsistency is
unavoidable. The nuclear models used for the 1p1h cal-
culation (SF) and the 2p2h calculation (LFG) are also
inconsistent, and it has been remarked that the short
range correlations included the SF nuclear model may be
the same as some contributions to the Nieves 2p2h in-
teraction model, so some contributions may be included
twice.
Additionally, the Effective Spectral Function
(ESF) [26, 53] has been implemented in NEUT as
described in Reference [54], and is included for compar-
ison with the other nominal models in Section V. The
ESF enforces agreement with the longitudinal response
function extracted from electron scattering data by
modifying the initial state nucleon momentum distri-
bution (using a simple parametrization of the Benhar
SF model), and should be used with the Transverse
Enhancement Model (TEM), which parametrizes the
observed discrepancy between the longitudinal and
transverse response functions extracted from electron
scattering data as an enhancement to the magnetic form
factor [19]. By construction, the ESF+TEM agrees
with elastic electron scattering data, and is extended
to neutrino scattering data by modifying the Llewellyn-
Smith interaction formalism for nucleons bound in a
nucleus described by the ESF (and with the modified
magnetic form factor from the TEM). This model was
implemented too late to be a candidate model for the
T2K oscillation analysis, and is not considered further
in the fitting work described in this paper.
Model parameter NEUT default value
MA 1.01GeV/c2
Fermi momentum, pSFF 209MeV/c
Mean-field width 200MeV/c (Benhar nominal [23])
Norm. of the Benhar nominal [23]
correlation term (correlated tail ∼20% of total)
2p2h normalization 100% Nieves model [34, 35]
Axial form factor Dipole
Vector form factors BBBA05 [55]
TABLE I: Nominal model parameters for the SF+2p2h
model.
2 The value of the axial mass used for the 2p2h contribution to the
cross section was fixed to MA = 1.01 GeV/c2.
6Model parameter NEUT default value
MA 1.01GeV/c2
Fermi momentum, pRFGF 217MeV/c
RPA Nieves relativistic or
non-relativistic model [34]
2p2h normalization 100% Nieves model [34, 35]
Axial form factor Dipole
Vector form factors BBBA05 [55]
TABLE II: Nominal model parameters for the
relativistic and non-relativistic RFG+RPA+2p2h
models.
We note that both of our candidate models are ex-
pected to break down at low momentum transfer because
they do not include nuclear effects such as nuclear excita-
tions and collective resonances. In other analyses which
fit models to CCQE data, bins which are dominated by
low momentum transfer events are excluded [56]. In this
analysis we have not followed any such bin masking pro-
cedure. Arguably, to obtain a realistic value of the model
parameters, one should only fit the model in its stated re-
gion of validity. However, the main focus of this analysis
is to obtain central values and errors for the T2K oscilla-
tion analysis, where the cross section model is used for all
regions of phase-space, so some pragmatism is required.
III. NUWRO AS A VALIDATION TOOL FOR
NEW INTERACTION MODELS
The NuWro Monte Carlo generator for neutrino inter-
actions has been developed over the past ∼10 years at
the University of Wrocław [57]. It was the first MC gen-
erator to have an implementation of the Benhar SF [23]
and the Nieves 2p2h model included [34, 35], and served
as the benchmark for the NEUT development of both
models. The implementation of the SF model in NuWro
was based on the code written for Reference [58] and
subsequently optimized for NuWro. The Nieves model
implementation in NuWro used a series of lookup ta-
bles for the 2p2h cross-section as a function of leptonic
variables for various nuclear targets and neutrino species
so is very similar as in NEUT, although it has since
been improved to use a more general formalism which
depends on a number of nuclear response functions which
can be extracted from the Nieves code, and therefore re-
duces the number of lookup tables required. The same
generic model [49] was used to simulate the initial and fi-
nal hadronic states in NuWro as was used in NEUT. For
both the SF and Nieves 2p2h models, NuWro and NEUT
are in good agreement, which provides a useful validation
of the NEUT implementations of these models.
IV. EXTERNAL DATASETS
Four datasets are used in the CCQE fits presented in
this work: the MiniBooNE neutrino [10] (2010) and an-
tineutrino [11] (2013) results; and the MINERνA neu-
trino [17] (2013) and antineutrino [18] (2013) results. All
experimental details and information about these results,
which is reproduced here, are taken from the references
cited above unless otherwise stated.
The single-differential cross section results are given
in terms of Q2QE, the four-momentum transfer calculated
from lepton kinematics under the quasi-elastic hypothe-
sis, which is calculated using the equations:
EQEν =
2M ′nEµ − (M ′2n +m2µ −M2p )
2(M ′n − Eµ +
√
E2µ −m2µ cos θµ)
, (1)
Q2QE = −m2µ + 2EQEν (Eµ −
√
E2µ −m2µ cos θµ), (2)
where Eµ is the muon energy; Mn, Mp and mµ are
the neutron, proton and muon masses, respectively; and
M ′n = Mn − V where V is the binding energy of carbon
assumed in the analysis3. For both MiniBooNE datasets
and the MINERνA neutrino dataset, V = 34MeV; for
the MINERνA antineutrino dataset, V = 30MeV.
In the MiniBooNE analysis, Q2QE is calculated from
the unfolded Tµ and cos θµ distributions. The MINERνA
analysis unfolds the Q2QE distribution calculated with the
reconstructed pµ and cos θµ values. The errors on the
Q2QE distributions for both experiments include the un-
certainties relating to the muon reconstruction, so should
cover the difference in the method used to produce the
Q2QE cross section results. We note that the main results
of our analysis use the MiniBooNE double-differential re-
sults only, so there is no possible tension from differences
between the methods used to produce Q2QE distributions.
A. MiniBooNE neutrino
The MiniBooNE CCQE data has been released as
a double-differential cross section as a function of
(Tµ, cos θµ), where Tµ is the kinetic energy of the out-
going muon and θµ is the angle between the incoming
neutrino and outgoing muon. Differential cross sections
were also released as a function of Q2QE or E
QE RFG
ν , but
the double-differential result was preferred as it is con-
tains the most information and has minimal model de-
pendence. The MiniBooNE data release included cen-
tral values for each bin and the diagonal elements of the
3 Note that the binding energy V is just the value assumed when
calculating Q2QE, so we must use the same value as the exper-
iments when producing comparable Q2QE distributions, but it
need not be consistent with the binding energy used in our sim-
ulation.
7shape-only covariance matrix; correlations between bins
were not released. Additionally, the overall normalization
uncertainly was given as 10.7% for neutrino running.
The MiniBooNE CCQE cross sections are released as
both CCQE-corrected, and CCQE-like measurements.
The CCQE-like sample is obtained by selecting events
in which a muon was detected with no pions, but no
requirement was made on the proton. The CCQE-
corrected measurement is produced by subtracting back-
ground events (where the primary interaction was not
CCQE) based on the NUANCE [59] generator predic-
tion. The dominant background is CC1pi+, and a dedi-
cated sample was used to tune the NUANCE prediction
which was used in the background subtraction. It should
be noted that the NUANCE CC1pi+ simulation included
pi-less ∆ decay. The published signal purity for the neu-
trino dataset is 77%.
CCQE-like results are less model dependent than
CCQE-corrected results (as they do not rely on the ex-
periment’s own MC correction strategy), but make the
analysis dependent on the simulation of the background
in the MiniBooNE detector, which cannot be tuned to
the MiniBooNE data in the same way MiniBooNE’s back-
ground model could be. CCQE-corrected results are used
in this analysis. A downside of using the CCQE-corrected
data is the explicit subtraction of pi-less ∆ decay events in
the MiniBooNE analysis, which forms part of the Nieves
multinucleon–neutrino prediction which we treat as sig-
nal in the analysis. Unfortunately, there is no obvious
way to account for this effect, so we ignore it for the anal-
ysis presented. We note that Nieves et al. also used the
CCQE-corrected dataset to compare to their full mod-
els [37, 39].
B. MiniBooNE antineutrino
The MiniBooNE antineutrino data has been released
in the same format as the neutrino mode data. Again,
the double-differential CCQE-corrected results are used.
The overall normalization uncertainty was given as 13.0%
for antineutrino running. This is likely to be strongly cor-
related with the normalization uncertainty for the neu-
trino mode data, as the uncertainly comes mostly from
the flux normalization uncertainty. However, as this in-
formation was not released, no correlation is assumed in
this analysis.
The correction strategy for the antineutrino dataset
is more complicated than for the neutrino mode sam-
ple because of the relatively high νµ contamination in
the ν¯µ beam, which is the largest background in the an-
tineutrino CCQE sample (MiniBooNE is an unmagne-
tized detector). There is also a large CC1pi− background,
the analogue of the CC1pi+ contamination in the neu-
trino dataset. Two properties are used to measure the
νµ background [60]: 8% of νµ-induced CC interactions
produce no decay electron due to muon-nucleus capture;
and the νµ-induced CC1pi+ events can be identified inde-
pendently of ν¯µ-induced CC1pi− as most pi− mesons are
absorbed. Unfortunately, this property makes CC1pi− a
bigger background to the CCQE analysis in antineutrino
mode, and means that there is no sample with which to
directly tune the CC1pi− production from the NUANCE
resonance model, so the neutrino mode CC1pi+ has to be
used (as was done for the neutrino mode sample). Other
backgrounds are subtracted using the NUANCE interac-
tion model after some tuning and corrections. As a result
of the two large backgrounds in the antineutrino sample,
the purity of the CCQE-like sample is 61%, making the
correction larger than for the neutrino mode sample.
C. MINERνA
The CCQE datasets from MINERνA are released
as CCQE-corrected single-differential flux-averaged cross
section as a function of Q2QE, where the flux has been
averaged over the region 1.5 ≤ Eν ≤ 10GeV. There is
an additional requirement that 1.5 ≤ EQEν ≤ 10GeV,
with EQEν as defined in Equation 1. Covariance matri-
ces and central values have been released to perform fits
to both shape-only and absolutely normalized neutrino
and antineutrino datasets. In this work, the absolutely
normalized distributions have been used in the fit.
The correction strategy for the MINERνA data is to
fit the relative normalizations of simulated background
distributions to the data in terms of the recoil energy,
energy deposited outside a vertex region (the recoil re-
gion), and then subtract the predicted background from
the CCQE-like sample. The published purity for the neu-
trino dataset ranges from 65% at low Q2QE to 40% at high
Q2QE (with an overall purity of 49%). The purity for the
antineutrino dataset is given as 77%. The purity is lower
for the neutrino analysis because events with a proton
from the initial interaction are more complicated to re-
construct than those with a neutron4.
In the MINERνA CCQE analyses, the efficiency for se-
lecting events with θµ > 20◦ is very low because the MI-
NOS near detector, downstream of MINERνA, is used
to tag muons. This introduces a small model depen-
dence on the results because an RFG model was used
to correct for the unsampled region of phase-space. The
MINERνA collaboration subsequently released a distri-
bution where the cross section is measured for CCQE
events with θµ ≤ 20◦. As this dataset is less model-
dependent, it has been used in the fits, and will be con-
sistently used in this analysis. MINERνA also made
cross-correlations between the neutrino and antineutrino
datasets available in a data release after the publication
4 The antineutrino analysis has an additional cut requiring no ad-
ditional (other than the muon) tracks from the vertex, and al-
lows only one isolated energy shower, whereas the neutrino mode
analysis allows two [17, 18].
8of their CCQE papers. The correlation matrices released
include both shape and normalization errors, but it is
possible to extract shape-only correlation matrices using
the method given in Reference [61]. The full matrix in-
cluding both shape and normalization errors included is
shown in Figure 5.
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FIG. 5: Cross-correlation matrix including both shape
and normalization uncertainties for the MINERνA
neutrino and antineutrino samples. The eight neutrino
and eight antineutrino bins shown here correspond to
the eight Q2QE bins from the MINERνA datasets.
V. MONTE CARLO PREDICTION
For each of the four experimental results included in
the fit, one million CCQE and 2p2h events were gener-
ated with NEUT for each model using the default pa-
rameters given in Tables II and I and the published flux
for each dataset. The flux averaged cross section predic-
tions were produced using the following method:
1. For each event apply experiment-specific cuts and,
if the event passes, calculate the relevant recon-
structed quantity and fill the 1D or 2D event rate
histogram.
2. Calculate the event rate by integrating the MC
event rate histogram (flux × cross section).
3. Integrate the published flux histogram to get the
average flux.
4. Scale the filled histogram by the event rate divided
by the average flux to get the flux averaged cross
section per target nucleon.
5. Divide the content of each bin by the bin width.
The default predictions for a variety of models available
in NEUT, as well as the data, are shown in Figures 6, 7
and 8 for the MINERνA, MiniBooNE single-differential
and MiniBooNE double-differential samples, respectively.
The Nieves 2p2h contribution is also shown on these plots
for reference.
To produce a meaningful nominal χ2 for the Mini-
BooNE datasets, it is necessary to fit the MiniBooNE
normalization parameters. The single and double-
differential plots shown in Fig. 7 and 8 are scaled ac-
cording to the MiniBooNE normalization parameter at
the best fit point. The best fit values of the pull pa-
rameters λMBν and λMBν¯ are given in Table III. Addition-
ally, the nominal predictions for the MiniBooNE double-
differential datasets, without the scaling factor applied,
are shown in Figure 9, which are easier to interpret by
eye.
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FIG. 6: Nominal model predictions for the MINERνA
datasets with MA = 1.01GeV/c2 and all other model
parameters at their default values. The relativistic RPA
model is shown.
Note that the double-differential cross section plots
shown in Figures 9 have been rebinned. In the distribu-
tions released by MiniBooNE, and used in the fits, there
are 20 cos θµ bins uniformly distributed between -1 and
1. For ease of presentation, these have been rebinned
and the results are shown in eight cos θµ slices of varying
sizes, where merged bins have been averaged and their
errors combined in quadrature.
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FIG. 7: Nominal model predictions for the MiniBooNE
single-differential datasets with MA = 1.01GeV/c2 and
all other model parameters at their default values. The
relativistic RPA calculation is shown. Normalization
parameters are applied as given in Table III.
Fit type λMBν λMBν¯
Neutrino 1D
RFG 0.732±0.007 —
SF+2p2h 0.741±0.007 —
RPA+2p2h 0.760±0.007 —
ESF+TEM 0.804±0.008 —
Antineutrino 1D
RFG — 0.805±0.011
SF+2p2h — 0.826±0.011
RPA+2p2h — 0.774±0.010
ESF+TEM — 0.803±0.011
Neutrino 2D
RFG 0.725±0.011 —
SF+2p2h 0.756±0.011 —
RPA+2p2h 0.760±0.011 —
ESF+TEM 0.827±0.012 —
Antineutrino 2D
RFG — 0.808±0.015
SF+2p2h — 0.838±0.015
RPA+2p2h — 0.802±0.015
ESF+TEM — 0.833±0.015
TABLE III: Table of best fit MiniBooNE normalization
parameter values for the nominal model comparisons
shown in Figures 7 and 8. The relativistic RPA
calculation is shown.
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FIG. 8: Nominal model predictions for the MiniBooNE double-differential datasets with MA = 1.01GeV/c2 and all
other model parameters at their default values. The relativistic RPA calculation is shown. Normalization
parameters are applied as given in Table III.
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FIG. 9: Nominal model predictions for the MiniBooNE double-differential datasets with MA = 1.01GeV/c2 and all
other model parameters at their default values. Note that for each model, the relevant MiniBooNE normalization
parameter has been allowed to vary to minimize the χ2 value, however the scaling factors (given in Table III) have
not been applied in this figure. The relativistic RPA calculation is shown.
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VI. FIT PROCEDURE
All minimizations are performed using the MIGRAD algorithm of the MINUIT package [62], using the χ2 statistic:
χ2(~x) =
[
N∑
k=0
(
νDATAk − λ−1ν νMCk (~x)
σk
)2
+
(
λν − 1
εν
)2]
→ MiniBooNE ν
+
[
M∑
l=0
(
νDATAl − λ−1ν¯ νMCl (~x)
σl
)2
+
(
λν¯ − 1
εν¯
)2]
→ MiniBooNE ν¯
+
 16∑
i=0
16∑
j=0
(
νDATAi − νMCi (~x)
)
V −1ij
(
νDATAj − νMCj (~x)
)→ MINERνA (3)
where ~x are the model parameters varied in the fit, σk and σl are the diagonals of the MiniBooNE shape-only covariance
matrices for the neutrino and antineutrino results, Vij is the cross-covariance matrix provided by MINERνA, and
λα and λβ are the normalization parameters for MiniBooNE neutrino and antineutrino datasets, with published
normalization uncertainties of εα (10.7%) and εβ (13.0%)5.
Fits to individual datasets only include the relevant terms from the χ2 definition in Equation 3, and fits to single
MINERνA datasets neglect cross-correlations (the summation is only over the relevant eight bins).
A. Parameter Goodness-of-Fit (PGoF) test
Standard goodness-of-fit tests, such as the Pearson
χ2min test used as an example here, test the agreement be-
tween prediction and data; however, some issues can arise
with their use in global fits, as discussed in Reference [63].
The basic problem is that much of the data will have lim-
ited power to constrain any one parameter, but agree well
with the prediction regardless of the parameter values.
These data will add little to the χ2, but contribute an-
other degree of freedom. Thus the χ2min found may be de-
ceptively good despite not agreeing well with those parts
of the dataset that actually have power to constrain key
parameters. It is also possible that a dataset with a large
number of datapoints (such as MiniBooNE) which does
agree well with a model may hide disagreements with
other datasets included in a global fit for which fewer
datapoints are available (such as MINERνA); again, the
key problem is a dilution of the χ2.
This problem is worsened in the case of datasets for
which correlations between datapoints have not been in-
cluded, where the χ2/DOF can be much less than 1, such
as is the case for MiniBooNE. Looking at the Pearson
χ2min test statistic is not very illuminating when fitting
to both MiniBooNE and MINERνA datasets.
The PGoF is a more rigorous test proposed in Refer-
ence [63] for fitting to global datasets and has been used
extensively in sterile neutrino literature [64, 65], where
there are often contradictory results coming from dif-
ferent experiments, and the fitters are fitting to many
5 Note that the MINERνA normalization uncertainty is included
in the covariance matrix, so also contributes a penalty term to
the fit.
different experiments which are sensitive to different pa-
rameters. It is also referred to as the Likelihood Ratio
Test in both statistics and other HEP literature. The
PGoF test statistic is given by
χ2PGoF(~x) = χ
2
tot(~x)−
D∑
r=1
χ2r,min(~x), (4)
where ~x are the parameters floated in the fits, D is the
number of datasets, χ2tot is the minimum χ2 in a fit to
all D subsets of the data, and χ2r, min is the minimum χ2
obtained in a fit to the rth subset of the data. The PGoF
test statistic forms a χ2 distribution with the number of
degrees of freedom
PPGoF =
D∑
r=1
Pr − Ptot,
where Pr and Ptot are the number of degrees of freedom
for each fit.
The aim of the PGoF is to test the compatibility of
the different datasets in the framework of the model. Put
simply, it tests whether the best fit parameter values to
subsets of the data pulls the fit parameters far from the
best fit values found when fitting to all of the data. If
different subsets favor very different values, then those
subsets are not compatible in the framework of the model
(though individually each may be able to find parameter
combinations which produce a good fit).
A further advantage of the PGoF test in the situa-
tion where some of the data lacks correlations is that
the number of degrees of freedom come from the num-
ber parameters varied in the fits, not from the number
of bins that dataset contributes, which mitigates against
the χ2min/NDOF << 1 issue.
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The PGoF test still assumes that the datasets follow a
χ2 distribution, but allows for a lower effective number of
degrees of freedom. This assumption is not quantitatively
correct due to the aforementioned lack of correlations
in the MiniBooNE CCQE data. The p-values returned
should be taken with the caution that they highlight ten-
sions between datasets, but are not to be interpreted in
the same manner as they would if all correlations were
reported.
VII. FIT RESULTS
A. Fake data studies
The fitter was validated in two ways. Firstly, Asimov
fake datasets [66] were produced to estimate the size of
the errors that would be produced from the fit and used
as a sanity check of the real fit results. The Asimov tests
also provide a very basic test of the fitting framework
developed for this analysis. Secondly, pull studies were
performed to check that the χ2 definition given in Equa-
tion 3 is an unbiased estimator of the parameter central
values and errors. For all parameters, the biases were
less than 10% across the entire parameter range allowed
in the fit, so we conclude that the fitter behaves well.
B. Combined fit
The results for the combined fits to all four datasets
are given for both relativistic and non-relativistic
RFG+RPA+2p2h models and the SF+2p2h model in Ta-
ble IV. The best fit distributions are compared with data
for MINERνA in Figure 10, and for MiniBooNE in Fig-
ure 11. Relativistic RPA is used in the figures, as this was
the best fit of the two RPA models available. In the leg-
ends of these figures, each line is given two χ2 values, the
contribution from that dataset to the χ2min in the com-
bined fit, and the total χ2min in parentheses. Note that
in Figure 10, the contributions from MINERνA are cal-
culated for the individual datasets, which necessarily ig-
nores cross-correlations and makes these numbers slightly
misleading. Explicitly, χ2MνA total 6= χ2MνA ν +χ2MνA ν¯ due
to cross-correlations, so the values shown in the figure
should be treated with caution.
It is clear from Figures 10 and 11 that MiniBooNE
is not completely dominating the fits, as might be ex-
pected given the large number of bins in each of the
MiniBooNE datasets. Indeed, these fits exploit the fact
that, without correlations, χ2MB ≈ χ2MνA. It is also clear
that neither model fits all of the datasets perfectly at the
best fit point, which is not reflected by the reduced χ2
values of 97.5/228 and 97.8/228 for the SF+2p2h and
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h models, respectively. As the Mini-
BooNE public data release lacks bin-to-bin correlations,
the χ2MB contributions are not as large as would be ex-
pected for the number of bins contributed. This may
explain why so many theoretical models are able to find
good agreement with the MiniBooNE CCQE data.
In all fits, it was observed that the MiniBooNE normal-
ization values tended to be suppressed for both neutrino
and antineutrino datasets indicating that the MC under-
estimated the published data by 20–30% (10–20%) for
the RFG+RPA+2p2h (SF+2p2h) models. It is not pos-
sible to accurately determine the favored MINERνA nor-
malization as the normalization uncertainty is included in
the published covariance matrix, but the output distribu-
tions show that the MC normalization is approximately
equal to the data normalization.
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FIG. 10: Comparison of the best fit from the combined
fits detailed in Table IV with the MINERνA datasets
used in the fit. The χ2 values in the legend are the
contribution from each dataset at the best fit point
(and the total χ2min for the combined fit).
Because of the large pulls on the MiniBooNE normal-
ization parameters, shape-only fits were also performed
(see Reference [54] for further details). It was found that
the best fit parameters were not significantly changed,
indicating that there is not a significant bias to the other
parameters caused by the large pulls on the MiniBooNE
normalization parameters. A recent reanalysis of the
MINERνA flux [67] results in an increase to the nor-
malization of previous MINERνA cross section results
including the CCQE samples used in this analysis. Al-
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FIG. 11: Comparison of the best fit from the combined fits detailed in Table IV with the MiniBooNE
double-differential datasets used in the fit. The χ2 values in the legend are the contribution from each dataset at the
best fit point (and the total χ2min for the combined fit). The thick lines have the MiniBooNE normalization factors
applied (given in Table IV), while the thin lines do not, to indicate the large pulls on these parameters.
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Fit type χ2/NDOF MA (GeV/c2) 2p2h norm. (%) pF (MeV/c) λMBν λMBν¯
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h 97.8/228 1.15±0.03 27±12 223±5 0.79±0.03 0.78±0.03
RFG+non-rel.RPA+2p2h 117.9/228 1.07±0.03 34±12 225±5 0.80±0.04 0.75±0.03
SF+2p2h 97.5/228 1.33±0.02 0 (at limit) 234±4 0.81±0.02 0.86±0.02
TABLE IV: Best fit parameter values for the fits to all datasets simultaneously.
though these updated datasets are not included in this
work, we note that as the results were found to be largely
unchanged in a shape-only fit, the main results will not
be significantly affected. Additionally, results from fits
to individual datasets, and to various combinations of
datasets can be found in Reference [54].
C. PGoF results
Using the PGoF test defined in Section VIA, it is pos-
sible to test the compatibility between different subsets
of the data. Tables VI, VII, and VIII show a break-
down of the four datasets used in the the combined fits
for each initial CCQE model assumption. The Standard
Goodness of Fit (SGoF) for each row is determined us-
ing Pearson’s χ2min test, where χ
2
min is found by minimiz-
ing the function given in Equation 3, including only the
terms for the relevant datasets. The PGoF test is found
by subtracting χ2min for each of the constituent datasets
from the minimum of the combined dataset. The for-
mulae for calculating the PGoF test statistic χ2PGoF are
given explicitly in Table V. The χ2min for each dataset
is again determined by minimizing the function given in
Equation 3 with only the relevant terms included.
χ2PGoF
All χ2ALL − χ2MB ν − χ2MB ν¯ − χ2[MνA ν + ν¯]
MINERνA χ2[MνA ν + ν¯] − χ2MνA ν − χ2MνA ν¯
MiniBooNE χ2[MB ν + ν¯] − χ2MB ν − χ2MB ν¯
ν χ2[MB ν + MνA ν] − χ2MB ν − χ2MνA ν
ν¯ χ2[MB ν¯ + MνA ν¯] − χ2MB ν¯ − χ2MνA ν¯
MνA vs MB χ2ALL − χ2[MB ν + MB ν¯] − χ2[MνA ν + ν¯]
ν vs ν¯ χ2ALL − χ2[MB ν + MνA ν] − χ2[MνA ν¯ + MB ν¯]
TABLE V: Explicit formulae for calculating the χ2PGoF
test statistics for each of the subsets of the data
investigated. Each χ2 value listed in this table denotes
the χ2 at the minimum.
In each fit, the MA, 2p2h normalization, pF, and any
MiniBooNE normalization terms are allowed to float.
One subtlety must be kept in mind when analysing
the results in Tables VI, VII, and VIII: the PGoF test is
only appropriate for statistically independent datasets.
This makes the interpretation difficult for MINERνA,
where cross-correlations are provided and used in the fits.
Whenever a subset of data includes both MINERνA ν
χ2min/NDOF SGoF (%) χ2PGoF/NDOF PGoF (%)
All 117.9/228 100.00 25.3/6 0.03
MINERνA 30.3/13 0.42 0.4/3 93.09
MiniBooNE 65.7/212 100.00 3.4/3 33.09
ν 69.1/142 100.00 12.7/3 0.53
ν¯ 46.1/83 99.97 10.4/3 1.55
MνA vs MB 117.9/228 100.00 21.9/3 0.01
ν vs ν¯ 117.9/228 100.00 2.6/3 45.12
TABLE VI: PGoF results for various subsets of the
data for the RFG+non-rel.RPA+2p2h model.
and ν¯ datasets, the fits include cross-correlations, but if
only one dataset is included, they are not. This means
that two of the rows in each table give slightly unreli-
able results: “MINERνA”, and “ν vs ν¯”. In each case,
the χ2 function for the combined dataset includes cross-
correlations, and the χ2 functions for the subdivided
dataset does not. The issue is most obvious in Table VII,
where the “ν vs ν¯” row gives a negative PGoF χ2. These
values are still useful as a comparison between mod-
els and to give a rough idea of compatibility between
datasets, but the exact values must be treated with cau-
tion.
χ2min/NDOF SGoF (%) χ2PGoF/NDOF PGoF (%)
All 97.8/228 100.00 17.9/6 0.66
MINERνA 23.4/13 3.74 1.0/3 79.03
MiniBooNE 58.6/212 100.00 2.0/3 57.69
ν 62.6/142 100.00 16.1/3 0.11
ν¯ 38.5/83 100.00 6.1/3 10.75
MνA vs MB 97.8/228 100.00 15.9/3 0.12
ν vs ν¯ 97.8/228 100.00 -3.3/3 100.00
TABLE VII: PGoF results for various subsets of the
data for the RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model.
The PGoF test highlights the incompatibility of the
various datasets within the framework of the SF+2p2h
and both RFG+RPA+2p2h models, despite the appar-
ent goodness of fit when only considering χ2min/NDOF.
The level of agreement given in the final column of Ta-
bles VI, VII, and VIII should be interpreted as the level
of agreement between the datasets included in that row.
For example, it is clear that for all models considered
the agreement found between the MINERνA and Mini-
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χ2min/NDOF SGoF (%) χ2PGoF/NDOF PGoF (%)
All 97.5/228 100.00 41.1/6 0.00
MINERνA 12.6/13 47.75 1.0/3 79.49
MiniBooNE 50.2/212 100.00 6.5/3 8.92
ν 54.8/142 100.00 25.1/3 0.00
ν¯ 34.1/83 100.00 8.5/3 3.61
MνA vs MB 97.5/228 100.00 34.6/3 0.00
ν vs ν¯ 97.5/228 100.00 8.5/3 3.59
TABLE VIII: PGoF results for various subsets of the
data for the SF+2p2h model.
BooNE datasets (which include both neutrino and an-
tineutrino samples) have the lowest level of agreement
as shown by the “MνA vs MB” row. In contrast, the
level of agreement between the neutrino and antineutrino
datasets (which include the MINERνA and MiniBooNE
samples) show relatively good agreement, indicating that
fitting to the neutrino and antineutrino datasets sepa-
rately produces similar best fit parameter values.
It is clear from Table VIII that the SF+2p2h model
does not fit the various datasets well, the poor PGoF
statistics indicate that the datasets favor very different
parameter values when fit separately. This is particu-
larly true for any fits involving the MiniBooNE neutrino
dataset, though there is no a priori reason to exclude
this dataset and improve the fit results. The PGoF
tests for RFG+RPA+2p2h using both relativistic and
non-relativistic RPA, shown in Tables VI and VII, show
much better compatibility between experiments than
SF+2p2h. There is still a considerable amount of tension,
which is largely due to differences between MINERνA
and MiniBooNE. Because of the relatively poor consis-
tency between datasets for the SF+2p2h model compared
with RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h, the latter model is a better
choice as the default model for T2K oscillation analyses.
D. Rescaling parameter errors
Assuming Gaussian statistics, 1σ errors on a single fit
parameter are defined by the parameter value for which
χ2 = χ2min + 1 [68]. MINUIT uses this assumption when
calculating the errors at the minimum, which were in-
cluded with the best fit values for the combined fit in
Table IV. However, as well as motivating the use of the
PGoF test, the lack of bin correlations from MiniBooNE
also means that Gaussian statistics no longer work as
expected when estimating parameter errors.
There is a large body of literature looking at how this
problem affects fits to parton density distributions, where
global fits include a large number of datasets, many of
which did not provide bin correlations [69–71]. A sum-
mary of the work of one PDF fitting group is given in
Reference [69] and was used as a guide here. Their solu-
tion for producing reasonable parameter error estimates
is to inflate the value of the ∆χ2 used to define the 1σ
parameter errors, although no generic solution is offered
for defining that value. In the case of the PDF fits in Ref-
erence [69], the ∆χ2 used was very large, ∼100, although
it should be kept in mind that many more datasets are
used in that fit than in the current work.
The PGoF gives a value for the incompatibility be-
tween the datasets: how much the χ2 increases between
the best fit points of each experiment and the best fit
point for the combined dataset. The PGoF value can
therefore be used as a measure of how much the errors
have to be inflated to cover the difference between the
best fit parameter values from the combined fit and the
best fit values of individual datasets, this is shown ex-
plicitly in Equation 5, where the value used to define the
1σ error is given by ∆χ2, and the rescaling parameter is
given by r.
∆χ2 = χ2PGoF/NDOF
r =
√
χ2PGoF/NDOF (5)
Note that this PGoF rescaling procedure does not modify
the correlations between parameters, it simply rescales
the error on each parameter.
Fit type χ2/NDOF MA (GeV/c2) 2p2h (%) pF (MeV/c)
Unscaled
97.8/228
1.15±0.03 27±12 223±5
PGoF scaling 1.15±0.06 27±27 223±11
TABLE IX: The final errors for the
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h parameters. Note that the scaled
errors should be used by any analyses which use these
results.
There is some ambiguity over which PGoF statistic
to use, the ‘All’ or ‘MνA vs MB’ row of Table VII,
with χ2PGoF/NDOF values of 17.9/6 and 15.9/3 respec-
tively. The more conservative value is from the ‘MνA vs
MB’ (because the greatest differences are between exper-
iments, not between neutrino and antineutrino running),
so this is used6. To be explicit, we multiply the param-
eter errors from MINUIT by r =
√
15.9/3 ≈ 2.3 based
on this statistic, as shown in Table IX. It can be seen
from Table IX that the 2p2h normalization is strongly
suppressed and, even with the rescaled error, is nearly
3σ away from the Nieves nominal model prediction. It is
also clear that although the axial mass value preferred in
the fit is not as strongly inflated as in fits to MiniBooNE
data alone [10, 11, 56], it is still significantly higher than
the value of MA ' 1 GeV/c2 found by fitting to light
target data and pion electroproduction data [55], and
the inflated 1σ error does not cover this difference.
6 It should also be noted that this rescaling procedure more than
covers the difference between neutrino and antineutrino datasets.
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF THE FIT RESULTS
The results from the fits presented in Section VIIB
show that none of the models which are currently avail-
able in NEUT describe all of the CCQE data adequately.
In particular, there is a significant difference between
MiniBooNE and MINERνA data which forces the model
parameters to compromise between the two, as well as
a large change in the normalization for the MiniBooNE
datasets. Although the MA value obtained from the fit
to the RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model is lower than that ob-
tained from past fits of the RFG model to MiniBooNE
data alone (see Reference [45] as an example), it is still
inconsistent with that obtained in global fits to light tar-
get bubble chamber data or high energy heavy target
data [55]. Additionally, the data requires a large supres-
sion of the nominal 2p2h model. The SF+2p2h model,
in which the 2p2h component is completely suppressed,
requires an inflated MA value to fit the data. This is un-
surprising as the SF model alone does not significantly
change the total cross section. Including an RPA calcula-
tion appropriate for the SF model is likely to reduce the
tension with the 2p2h model, and is likely to change this
conclusion significantly, this work will be revisited when
such a calculation is available. Both fits also initially
imply that there may need to be additional interactions
used that may mimic CCQE interactions or change the
shape of the distributions through additional, but cur-
rently unmodelled, effects in the nucleus.
There seems to be a shape problem with the 2p2h
model, which leads to the suppression of the 2p2h cross
section when 2p2h normalization is allowed to vary in
the fit. Recall that at the best fit point 2p2h is sup-
pressed to 27% of the Nieves nominal value as shown
in Table IX. This suppression is driven by MINERνA,
which would completely suppress the 2p2h component
of the model if MiniBooNE were not included in the
fit [54]. The SF+2p2h model shows the same disagree-
ment, and 2p2h is completely removed at the best fit
point. The inability to change the shape of the 2p2h
prediction is clearly a deficiency in the current NEUT
implementation of the Nieves 2p2h model, and much bet-
ter agreement might be found if more parameters could
be varied in the model. A further significant issue is
that the CCQE-corrected cross section results from both
MINERνA and MiniBooNE have part of the 2p2h sig-
nal region removed as a background (pi-less ∆ decay). It
is not clear how this issue should be treated in the fits,
and has simply been ignored here, as indeed has been
done by the 2p2h model builders [34, 36]. Future cross
section measurements should be encouraged to focus on
exclusive final states (CC0pi) rather than initial state pro-
cesses (CCQE), which will avoid such an issue in the
future. As previously remarked, the RFG+RPA+2p2h
model implemented in NEUT is not equivalent to the
full Nieves model because the 1p1h component in NEUT
uses a global, rather than local, Fermi gas nuclear model.
Using a global Fermi gas model results in greater interac-
tion strength in the low Q2 region than with a local Fermi
gas, which is also where the 2p2h model contributes most
interaction strength. It is possible that the 2p2h shape
issue is due to a conflict with the 1p1h model, and that
a more consistent LFG+RPA+2p2h model would resolve
this issue.
Although both the RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model and
SF+2p2h model give reasonable agreement with data at
the best fit point, it is difficult to trust standard goodness
of fit tests as the lack of MiniBooNE correlations means
that Gaussian statistics no longer work correctly. An al-
ternative measure of the goodness of fit, the PGoF, was
used to try to improve the situation. Although the PGoF
procedure still assumes Gaussian statistics, it highlights
disagreements within the combined dataset by dividing
the dataset into subsamples. These disagreements are
completely hidden by the standard goodness of fit tests
because the MiniBooNE χ2 contribution is so low rela-
tive to the number of degrees of freedom it contributes
to the fit. The PGoF showed that there was consid-
erably better agreement between the best fit parameter
values obtained in fits to subsamples of the data for the
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h fit, which gives some confidence to
the fit result. For the SF+2p2h model, the fits to subsam-
ples of the data pulled to drastically different parameter
values at the best fit points, which is highly undesirable
behaviour if the fit results are to be used as prior un-
certainties in oscillation analyses, and indicates that the
model is a bad fit to the global dataset. But the SF+2p2h
model can fit individual datasets well (as is clear in Ta-
ble VIII), so should not be discounted completely.
The lack of reported MiniBooNE correlations and non-
Gaussian behaviour of the test statistic also means that
standard parameter error estimation does not work, and
returns smaller parameter errors than are reasonable
given the level of disagreement between the datasets used
in the fit. An unrealistically tight constraint on cross
section parameters would lead to biases in the near de-
tector fit for T2K. To circumvent this problem a PGoF
error inflation procedure was defined to ensure that the
1σ parameter errors cover the disagreement between the
MINERνA and MiniBooNE datasets. This is a conser-
vative approach, but as no model seems able to describe
all of the available data, such an approach was neces-
sary. Such ad hoc procedures are necessary when incom-
plete information is available from some of the datasets
included in the fit. The lack of information about bin-
to-bin correlations for the MiniBooNE datasets signifi-
cantly complicates this analysis, and may significantly
change the results. We note that in the literature, many
statements about how well various models agree with the
MiniBooNE datasets are made which assume Gaussian
statistics. It is clear that an appreciation of this issue
is important for future model comparisons, and that the
availability of complete information for new cross sec-
tion results will be critical for building consistent CCQE
models.
For T2K, the results of this fit are part of a larger set
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of cross section model systematic uncertainties recom-
mended by the NIWG that can be used as prior inputs for
the oscillation analyses and various cross section analy-
ses. In this case, the model used for these analyses is the
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model, since the SF+2p2h model
is disfavored in the fits and relativistic RPA is preferred
over non-relativistic RPA. The best fit parameters and
uncertainties of the model are given in the second row
of Table IX, and are correlated according to the matrix
shown in Figure 12.
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-0.23 1.00 0.04
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FIG. 12: Correlation matrix for the best fit
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model parameters.
IX. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have shown how T2K’s NIWG uses
previously published CCQE datasets from the Mini-
BooNE and MINERνA experiments to test CCQE+2p2h
models in the NEUT neutrino interaction generator. For
each model, the parameters that describe the data are
fit, with both the SGoF and PGoF used to select the
model that best describes the data. In this case, the
RFG+rel.RPA+2p2h model is considered the best can-
didate, withMA = 1.15±0.03GeV/c2, the normalization
on the 2p2h model 27 ± 12%, and pF = 223 ± 5MeV/c.
Tensions between the two experiments require an error
scaling procedure outlined by the PGoF test, with the fi-
nal result providing prior inputs into various future T2K
analyses. This is the first time a comprehensive analysis
has been performed with these models using a neutrino
interaction generator and published, and the first time
that such models will be used in an oscillation analysis
with full detector simulations [72].
Moving away from the RFG model for CCQE interac-
tions is an ambitious step for a neutrino experiment as
it is a departure from the standard which has been used
for decades [3]. The new models on the market are not
perfect, and their implementation into NEUT and other
neutrino interaction generators will always have techni-
cal foibles. However, further theoretical development of
these models requires the engagement of the experimen-
tal community, and so using them in our simulations is
essential to move the field onwards. It is also clear that
the current approach of inflating MA is inadequate, and
something better must be done in order to make precision
measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters.
The fitting framework developed by the NIWG for this
analysis is extensible and the general method for produc-
ing cross section errors developed in this work will be
used with new CCQE models and datasets in future, and
with new cross section channels entirely, to continue to
contrain systematic errors for T2K oscillation and cross
section analyses. The results from the CCQE fits pre-
sented here will also help inform the future model devel-
opment required to fit the data. It is clear that alter-
native 2p2h models and fundamental parameters in the
2p2h model should be investigated, to see whether the
disagreement with the 2p2h shape is telling us something
meaningful about the Nieves model. It is also probable
that the current RPA model is too inflexible, and this is
partially responsible for the disagreement between Mini-
BooNE and MINERνA data. Both of these problems
may relate to the fact that for several years, the only data
available for theorists to use for building models against
was from the MiniBooNE neutrino dataset, which is diffi-
cult to use due to the lack of correlations and the explicit
subtraction of pi-less ∆ decay from the CCQE-corrected
result. Converging on a new CCQE model which ade-
quately describes all current and future data is likely to
require several iterations between experimentalists and
model builders. Confronting all the available models with
a variety of data, as has been done in this analysis, and
including these models in full Monte Carlo simulations,
as will be done in T2K with the output from this analysis,
is an important step in this cycle from the experimental
side.
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